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Abstrat
We show that the extension of the approximate ustodial SU(2)L+R global symmetry to all the
Yukawa interations of the standard model Lagrangian implies the introdution of sterile right-
handed neutrinos and the seesaw mehanism in this setor. In this framework, the observed quark
and lepton masses may be interpreted as an eet of physis beyond the standard model. The
mehanism used for breaking this symmetry in the Yukawa setor ould be dierent from the one
at work in the vetor boson setor. We give three model independent examples of these mehanisms.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important problems in elementary partile physis is onerned about
the origin of the fermion masses. Part of the problem, that we will onsider here, an be
formulated as follows: why do weak isospin partners have dierent masses? It is well known
that, in the ontext of the standard model (SM), the weak isospin partners have dierent
masses beause the left- and right-handed omponents of the elds belong to dierent re-
presentation of the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y , and they are not related by a symmetry [1℄. On
the other hand, we may wonder about the natural values for the fermions masses in the
ontext of the SM. For the light quarks (u, d and s) their masses are well below the energy
sale, Λχ ∼ ΛQCD, of the hiral SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R symmetry breaking and the spontaneous
breakdown of this symmetry dominates the dynamis of these avors. We an say that
their masses are natural in the sense that vanishing them will augment the symmetry of
the model. For heavy quarks, whose masses are larger than Λχ, the expliit breaking of
the hiral symmetry dominates the dynamis [2℄. On the other hand, in the limit of exat
global SU(2)L+R isospin symmetry we have that mu = md. The fat that mu ≈ md means
that the isospin symmetry is not so badly broken. The ase of SU(3)L+R avor symmetry
is not as good realized as the SU(2)L+R but is better than the other higher avor global
hiral symmetries like SU(4)L+R et. Moreover, from the point of view of the eletroweak
spontaneous symmetry breaking, we would expet the quark masses to be of the order of
magnitude of the symmetry breaking parameter v = (
√
2/2GF )
1/2 ∼ 246 GeV. Only the
quark top satises this requirement sine mt/v ≈ 1/
√
2.
In this work we will assume that the natural values for all quarks and leptons are those in
whih weak isospin partners have equal masses. This assumption is not in onit with the
disussion about the light and heavy quarks given above; it is in fat omplementary. Hene,
we have Mu = Md, Ml = M
Dirac
νl
, where Mu(Md) denotes the mass matrix for the 2/3(-1/3)
harged quarks and Ml(Mνl) denotes the mass matrix for the harged leptons(neutrinos).
Notie that at this point the neutrino masses are of Dira type. If this where the ase, the
observed mass spetra mu 6= md, mc 6= ms, et., must be onsidered already an eet of
physis beyond the SM. In the lepton setor whatever is the new physis it must inlude the
seesaw mehanism for generating small masses for the ative neutrinos.
Independently of the problem above, it was noted in the late seventies that by ignoring
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the eletromagnetism in the eletroweak setor of the SM, g′ = 0 (sin θW = 0), the W
boson elds W±,W 3 ≡ Z transform as triplet under a global SU(2)L+R symmetry and,
as a onsequene, the masses of the three vetor bosons are equal: MZ = MW± [3℄. The
ρ-parameter dened as ρ ≡ M2W/M2Z cos2 θW has in this limit (cos θW = 1) the value ρ = 1.
The inlusion of eletromagnetism through the U(1)Y fator i. e., g
′ 6= 0 (or sin θW 6= 0),
breaks the global symmetry and the W 3B mixing introdues the zero order (in the sense
that it does not depend neither on g, nor on g′) orretion fator cos2 θW 6= 1 to the ratio of
the vetor boson masses but still we have ρ = 1 at the tree level. When radiative orretions
are onsidered ρ ≈ 1. That global symmetry an be in some ases identied with the SU(2)
isospin, and sine it protets the value of ρ from radiative orretions it is alled ustodial
symmetry. This sort of symmetry has been also explored in other ontexts [4, 5℄.
Let us review how the SU(2) ustodial symmetry has been implemented in the salar
setor of the SM. This model has only one Higgs salar doublet H = (h+ h0)T transforming
as (2,+1) under SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y . By introduing the 2-doublet [6℄
Φ =
1√
2
(H H˜), (1)
where H˜ = ǫH∗, we an write the usual SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y invariant Lagrangian of the Higgs
salar setor in terms of the 2-doublet
L = Tr[(DµΦ)†DµΦ]− V (Φ†Φ), (2)
where V (Φ†Φ) = −µ2TrΦ†Φ+ λ(TrΦ†Φ)2 and the ovariant derivative beomes
DµΦ =
(
∂µΦ+ i
g
2
~Wµ · ~σΦ + ig
′
2
BµΦσ3
)
. (3)
We see that the Lagrangian in Eq. (2) is invariant under the loal and global SU(2)L ⊗
U(1)Y symmetry: Φ → LΦ and Φ → Φexp(−iσ3/2). However in the limit when g′ = 0 we
have a larger right-handed symmetry: Φ→ ΦR† where R is a global SU(2)R transformation.
In this ase we have that Φ ∼ (2, 2) under global SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R. The Lagrangian in
Eq. (2) has an approximate (valid when g′ = 0) SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R global symmetry whih is
broken to SU(2)L+R when the neutral omponent of H gains a vauum expetation value,
〈Φ〉 = diag(v, v)/√2. Now L = R and 〈Φ〉 → L〈Φ〉L† under SU(2)L+R. Next, SU(2)L+R is
broken when g′ 6= 0.
In the next setion, motivated by the idea that it may be natural that, in the ontext
of pure SM, the weak isospin partners have equal masses, we will extend the ustodial
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symmetry to all the Yukawa setors of the SM. Within the minimal SM representation
ontent, i. e., no sterile neutrinos at all, that symmetry an be implemented with the known
fermions only in the quark setor. Quarks are strong interating partiles so that it makes
sense to onsider the turning o of the eletromagneti interations. Moreover, by adding
right-handed neutrinos we are able to extend this approximate ustodial symmetry also to
the Yukawa lepton setor. In this setor we may onsider that the equivalent to the strong
interations, with respet to whih we an turn o the eletromagneti interations, are
the large Majorana masses of the right-handed neutrinos. The latter ones are sterile with
respet to the SM interations, and trigger the typeI seesaw mehanism [7℄. Hene, this
mehanism is mandatory in the sheme.
II. THE CUSTODIAL SYMMETRY IN THE YUKAWA SECTOR
The ondition under whih isospin partners like proton and neutron have the same mass
was put forward by Weinberg in the early seventies in the ontext of an SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R⊗
U(1) model [8℄. This is straightforward extended for u and d quarks. The generalization
of this symmetry to the other weak isospin doublets implies that this equality is valid for
any 2/3 and -1/3 harged quarks and similarly in the lepton setor. As we said in the
previous setion the extension of the ustodial symmetry to the Yukawa setor, as it was
suggested reently in another ontext [9℄, implies that the weak-isospin partners have the
same mass. On the other hand, in order to be able to implement this symmetry in the
Yukawa leptoni setor we ought to introdue right-handed neutrinos. If we onsider that
the weak isospin partners have equal masses the observed fermion masses should be already
seen as an eet of new interations that break expliitly, or not, the ustodial symmetry.
We give some model independent examples of possible new physis breaking the ustodial
symmetry and produing the observed fermion masses. They are: i) the existene of extra
fermions transforming as singlets under loal SU(2)L, ii) several salar doublets, and/or, iii)
new neutral vetor bosons with non-universal ouplings to fermions.
As usual we dene the minimal representation ontent in the standard model plus right-
handed neutrinos: the doublets LaL = (νaL laL)
T ∼ (2,−1), QiL = (uiL diL)T ∼ (2, 1/3),
and the singlets laR ∼ (1,−2), uiR ∼ (1, 4/3), diR ∼ (1,−2/3), and νaR ∼ (1, 0), where a =
e, µ, τ and i = 1, 2, 3. Notie that it is only beause we have inluded right-handed neutrinos
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that we are able to dene in the lepton setor the 2-doublets, (2, 2) under SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R,
Lab = (LalbR LaνbR). In the quark setor however we already have all the elds needed to
write the 2-doublets Qij = (QiLdjR QiLujR). Both 2-doublets Lab and Qij transform under
SU(2)L+R as 〈Φ〉 in the last setion. Thus, we an write the Yukawa interations whih are
invariant under this global symmetry as follows:
− L′Y = habTr(LabΦ) + gijTr(QijΦ) +H.c. (4)
We note from the Yukawa interations in Eq. (4) that if the ustodial symmetry is not
broken the mass of the harged lepton in eah generation is equal to the mass of the
respetive neutrino. The same happens in the quark setor: the u-type quarks have
the same mass of the d-type quarks, for eah generation. Expliitly we have (Ml)ab =
(MDiracνl )ab = habv/
√
2; and (Mu)ij = (Md)ij = gijv/
√
2. After diagonalizing these matri-
es we obtain the unrealisti mass relations Mˆl = Mˆ
Dirac
νl
= (v/
√
2)diag(he, hµ, hτ ); and
Mˆu = Mˆd = (v/
√
2)diag(g1, g2, g3). It is interesting that in SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R⊗U(1) gauge
models the ustodial symmetry implies relations between the masses of quarks and leptons
of eah generation [1℄.
Thus, we have to break the ustodial symmetry in order to generate the observed fermion
masses. In the ontext of the minimal SM i. e., no sterile neutrinos at all, this is not a problem
beause there is no a ustodial symmetry in the lepton setor sine, as we said before, there
is no enough elds to dene 2-doublets as the Lab above. The ustodial symmetry in the
boson setor is broken by turning on the eletromagneti interations i. e., g′ 6= 0, and also
by the Yukawa interations, with or without right-handed neutrinos, if we write them as
− LY =
(
QiLΓ
u
ijujR + LaLΓ
ν
abνbR
)
H˜ +
(
QiLΓ
d
ijdjR + LaLΓ
l
ablbR
)
H +H.c., (5)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3; a, b = e, µ, τ and we have here, and below, omitted summation symbols.
If all Yukawa ouplings Γs in Eq. (5) are dierent, the generated Dira masses in eah harged
setor are dierent and arbitrary. The breaking mehanism of the ustodial symmetry in
Eq. (5) is the same as in the boson setor: g′ 6= 0.
However, instead of assuming the interations in Eq. (5), we an look for dierent ways
to obtain arbitrary masses and mixing matries, in all harged setors, starting from Eq. (4).
Then, we will look for mehanisms that an produe realisti masses for all fermions in the
standard model by breaking the ustodial symmetry in at least three model independent
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examples: i) a generalized seesaw mehanism [10, 11℄; ii) multi-Higgs doublet-like SM exten-
sions; and iii) radiative orretions mehanism. The latter ase involves extra neutral vetor
bosons with non-universal ouplings to leptons. In all these ases the seesaw mehanism is
neessary in the neutrino setor.
A. Generalized seesaw mehanism
One way to obtain a general mass matrix for quarks and leptons is to add at least one extra
u- and d-type quarks, e−-type harged leptons, and three sterile neutrinos νR. These elds
transform under SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y as: UL,R ∼ (3, 1, 4/3), DL,R ∼ (3, 1,−2/3),
EL,R ∼ (1, 1,−2), and νR ∼ (1, 1, 0), respetively. In this way the Yukawa interations to
be added to Eq. (4), for breaking expliitly the ustodial symmetry, are
− LY = QiL giUURH˜ +QiL giDDRH + ULMUiuiR +DLMDidiR +MUUUL UR
+ M
DD
DLDR + LaL haEERH +MEEELER +
1
2
(νaR)c (MR)abνbR +H.c., (6)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3; a, b = e, µ, τ . The Yukawa oupling matries in the u-like quarks and
harged leptons are, respetively,
Γu =


g11 g12 g13 g1U
g21 g22 g23 g2U
g31 g32 g33 g3U√
2
v
M
U1
√
2
v
M
U2
√
2
v
M
U3
√
2
v
M
UU
,


,Γl =


hee heµ heτ heE
hµe hµµ hµτ hµE
hτe hτµ hττ hτE√
2
v
M
Ee
√
2
v
M
Eµ
√
2
v
M
Eτ
√
2
v
M
EE


, (7)
and similarly, the d-like quark Yukawa matrix is obtained by replaing in Γu, giU → giD ,
M
Ui
→ M
Di
and M
UU
→ M
DD
. The related mass matries an implement a seesawlike
mehanism if M
UU
≫ gijv/
√
2, g
iU
v/
√
2,M
Ui
, and similar onditions in the other harged
setors. In fat, a partiular ase of the Yukawa matrix for the harged leptons Γl, where
the sub-matrix hab is antisymmetri, was worked out in Ref. [11℄ showing that it is possible
to generate the observed harged lepton masses, with a ne tuning whih is not worst than
the usual one in the SM. In the neutrino setor we have the 6× 6 mass matrix
−Mν = 1
2

 0 v√2 h
v√
2
hT MR

 , (8)
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where MR is a general 3× 3 matrix. With this sheme we obtain a general mixing between
left-handed neutrinos whih allows an arbitrary mixing matrix in the harged urrents ou-
pled toW±. We an verify also that the neutrino masses ompatible with neutrino osillation
data implies the existene of at least two large Majorana mass sales. Assuming for simpliity
that (v/
√
2 )h → (v/√2 )diag(he, hµ, hτ ) ≈ diag(me, mµ, mτ ), and MR = diag(M1,M2,M3),
we obtain M1 ∼ M2 = 109 GeV and M3 = 1012 GeV.
In this ase the mixing matries in the quark and lepton setors are not exatly unitary
and there is also avor hanging neutral urrents (FCNC) oupled to the Z0 and the neutral
salars. However, these sort of urrents are naturally suppressed by the mass of these extra
fermions. For a general analysis see Refs. [12℄. On the other hand, the value of the ρ
parameter is still proteted from radiative orretions sine the harged fermion singlets
do not ontribute to ρ beause they ouple to Z0 only through vetor urrents. We have
veried, using the general expressions given by Veltman [13℄, that δρ|
singlets
= 0, at least at
the one loop level. Anyway, this issue has to be onsidered in a partiular model in whih
the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry and the extra fermions may be imbedded [14, 15℄.
B. Multi-Higgs doublet-like extensions of the standard model
Another mehanism for breaking the ustodial SU(2)L+R symmetry is implemented by
adding extra salar doublets to the SM. Let us suppose that we add four Higgs doublets
Hi = (h
+
i , h
0
i )
T , i = 1, 3 and Hj = (h
0
j , −h−j )T , j = 2, 4, allowing to dene the 2-doublets
Φ12 = (H1, H2)/
√
2, and Φ34 = (H3, H4)/
√
2. Other (Hi, Hj) ombinations may be avoided
by imposing appropriate disrete symmetries. In this ase we have
−L′′Y = habTr(LabΦ12) + h′abTr(LabΦ34) + gijTr(QijΦ12) + g′ijTr(QijΦ34) +H.c. (9)
Denoting 〈h0i 〉 = vi/
√
2 and onsidering vi 6= vj , for i 6= j, we break the ustodial symmetry,
and obtain the mass matries
(Ml)ab =
1√
2
[hv2 + h
′v4]ab , (M
Dirac
νl
)ab =
1√
2
[hv1 + h
′v3]ab , (10)
(Md)ij =
1√
2
[gv2 + g
′v4]ij , (Mu)ij =
1√
2
[gv1 + g
′v3]ij , (11)
where we are assuming real vauum expetation values for simpliity.
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The point here is that beause all the vauum expetation values are dierent from
eah other, the mass matries Ml and M
Dirac
νl
are numerially dierent so that they an
be diagonalized by quite dierent unitary matries. This sort of models have FCNC whih
implies ne tuning in some of the ouplings sine the Higgs salar an not be arbitrarily
heavy. A more eonomial model with natural FCNC suppression [16℄ is the one in whih
one of the two 2-doublets, Φ12, ouples only to leptons, and the other, Φ34, ouples only to
quarks. Then Ml = hv2/
√
2, MDiracνl = hv1/
√
2, Md = g
′v4/
√
2, and Mu = g
′v3/
√
2. In this
ase the Dira masses of the neutrinos are dierent from the harged lepton masses and,
if we assume that the Majorana mass matrix for the right-handed neutrinos MR is already
diagonal, there is no a realisti mixing in the leptoni setor. However, ifMR is not diagonal
the ative neutrino mass matrix is Mνactive ≈ −MDiracνl M−1R (MDiracνl )T , whih is numerially
dierent from MDiracνl , and realisti mixing in the lepton setor may arise. But, if even in
this ase the mixing is not the required one, we an still apply the mehanism of radiative
orretions, disussed in the next subsetion, in order to generate the appropriate mixing
matrix in the lepton setor and we will get M˜νactive ≈ −M˜Diracνl M−1R (M˜Diracνl )T (see below).
C. Radiative orretion breakdown of the ustodial symmetry
Here we will assume again that the Yukawa interations at the tree level are those in
Eq. (4), i. e., (Γ′l)ab = (Γ
′
ν)ab ≡ hab, (Γ′u)ij = (Γ′d)ij ≡ gij . Next, let us assume that the
orret quark masses have already been obtained by some of the two mehanisms onsidered
above but lepton weak isospin partners are still mass degenerate. Then, we have to break
only the degeneray between the harged lepton and the Dira neutrino masses in order
to have an appropriate mixing in this setor. The question is that, if the Majorana mass
matrix for right-handed neutrinos is assumed diagonal, the harged lepton and neutrino
mass matries are diagonalized by the same unitary matries and, as disussed above, in
this ase there is no mixing in the leptoni setor UPMNS = U
†
lLUνL. But in the present ase
sine Ml = M
Dirac
νl
then UlL = UνL, and thus we may have no enough mixing among ative
neutrinos. Thus, we have to break the mass degeneray, or indue more orretions to the
lepton masses, in order to have an appropriate mixing matrix. The small masses for the
ative neutrinos will arise through the seesaw mehanism as in the other ases. In this ase
the ustodial symmetry breakdown of the SM an be implemented by radiative orretions
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involving elds that are not present in this model.
A realization of this mehanism implies the existene of extra neutral vetor bosons, say
Z ′, with non-universal ouplings with right-handed leptons, whih an indue a general nite
mass ontribution for these partiles. This sort of models already exist in literature, see for
instane Ref. [17℄. The extra neutral vetor boson ouples to ative left-handed neutrino only
through the mixing of Z with Z ′ whih may arise at the tree level or at higher orders. This is
the ase of models in whih left-handed and right-handed neutrino omponents transform in
dierent representation with respet to the symmetry that inlude the Z ′. The most simple
ase is an extra U(1) symmetry under whih only the right-handed neutrinos are ative. The
alulability of the masses is used in the sense of Refs. [8, 18℄. In this ase there are diagrams,
like the one in Fig. 1, that generate nite mass ontributions for neutrinos and similarly for
harged leptons. In the gure the tadpole denotes 〈h0〉 = v/√2. We need here only that Z ′
has non-universal ouplings with right-handed leptons, f lR, f
ν
R. Contributions to the matrix
hab, arising from Fig. 1, are proportional (up to logarithm fators) to g
ν
aLf
ν
bRM
Dirac
νl
∆, where
∆ ≡ (v2/√2)/(M2Z +M2Z′) and (MDiracνl )ab = habv/
√
2. On the other hand, ontributions
to the mass matrix of the harged leptons are proportional to g
l
aLf
l
bRM
Dirac
νl
∆. If only right-
handed neutrinos and the Higgs salar arry the harge related to Z ′, the diagram in Fig. 1 is
the only one in the language in whih the gauge symmetry breaking is introdued expliitly
by tadpoles [18℄. In this way we an generate arbitrary ontributions for the masses of both
harged lepton setors.
Then, in the lepton setor the mass matries, after taken into aount the radiative
orretions, beome
(M˜l)ab ≈ (MDiracνl )ab + (2s2W − 1)(MDiracνl )ac(f lR)cb∆,
(M˜Diracνl )ab ≈ (MDiracνl )ab + (MDiracνl )ac(f νR)cb∆, (12)
where f lL and f
ν
R are general, model dependent, non-diagonal matries. Sine the mixing of
Z with heavier Z ′, ... has to be small, say ∆ . O(10−3) [19℄, M˜l and M˜Diracνl are still of the
same order of magnitude but numerially they an dier enough, depending of the values of
f lR, f
ν
R, to be diagonalized by dierent unitary matries in suh a way that the mixing matrix
in the harged urrents oupled to the boson W does appear. The fat that M˜l ≈ M˜Diracνl is
not a problem beause now we an implement the seesaw mehanism and the total neutrino
mass matrix has the form as in Eq. (8). This mehanism is useful for generating a realisti
9
νL
Z Z
′
νL νR ν
′
R
Figure 1: Possible nite ontributions for the neutrino Dira masses. Similar diagrams do exist for
harged leptons.
mixing in the lepton setor when the 2 Higgs doublets extension of the SM with no FCNC is
onsidered as in the previous subsetion. In this ase, although the masses of neutrinos and
harged leptons are numerially dierent, both mass matries are diagonalized by the same
unitary matries sine Ml = M
Dirac
νl
(v2/v1). When radiative orretions are onsidered, the
latter relation is not valid anymore.
In general, in models with extra neutral vetor bosons with non-universal interations
there are also FCNC that impose onstraints on the parameters of the models, see for
instane Refs. [19, 20℄.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that if we want to extend the ustodial symmetry to the Yukawa setor
in the standard model it is mandatory to introdue right-handed neutrinos and hene the
seesaw mehanism. We have onsidered three dierent model independent ways, involving
new physis, to break that symmetry, generating the appropriate masses in the fermion
setor. Our analysis was model independent but all these mehanisms may be implemented
in a partiular model in whih the ustodial symmetry is imposed from the beginning. The
radiative orretion mehanism may be implemented with salar neutral bosons or heavy
leptons as well. In the latter ase there are more than one tadpole in the internal fermion
line and the diagram is nite.
In fat, beause the measured value of ρ is, experimentally, near 1, we know that the
ustodial symmetry of the SM is not so badly broken. But, if this is an approximate
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symmetry of the full model, its breakdown in the fermion and in the boson setors may be
related to dierent soures (mehanisms) as we have shown in this work. In all these ases
the seesaw mehanism is mandatory in the neutrino setor in order to generate small masses
for the ative neutrinos.
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